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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a separated locally convex space and X a subset of E containing 
an n-dimensional subspace. In 1965, Fan [4] obtained the following finite- 
dimensional invariant subspace property P(n) for n-dimensional subspaces 
contained in X: If ,4p = {T,: SE S) is a representation of a left amenable 
(discrete) semigroup S as continuous linear transformations from E into E 
such that T,,(L) is an n-dimensional subspace contained in X whenever L is 
one and there exists a closed Y-invariant subspace H in E of codimension 
n with the property that (x + H) n X is compact and convex for each x E E, 
then there exists an n-dimensional subspace L, contained in X such that 
T,(L,,) = L, for all SE S. Later in 1983, Lau [9] proved that properties 
P(n), n = 1, 2, . characterize left amenability of S and extended Fan’s result 
to topological semigroups by showing that a topological semigroup S is left 
amenable (i.e., the left uniformly continuous functions LUC(S) on S has a 
left invariant mean) z”f S has property P(n), n = 1, 2, for which the 
representation ,4p = {T, : s E S} is jointly continuous on compact convex 
subsets of E. The main purpose of this paper is to obtain a similar 
equivalence for the existence of a left invariant mean on certain measurable 
functions on S and the property P(n), n = I, 2, . . . with measurable represen- 
tations Y = ( T,: SE S). Our main result (Theorem 3.3 below) implies that 
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a locally compact group G is amenable iff G has Fan’s finite-dimensional 
invariant subspace property P(n), n = 1, 2, . . . for measurable represen- 
tations of G (Theorem 3.6). The proof of our main result requires a fixed 
point property which characterizes the existence of a left invariant mean on 
a space of measurable functions (Theorem 2.1). This fixed point theorem is 
of independent interest because of its connection and analogy with well- 
known fixed point theorems in the literature (see Day [2], Rickert [12], 
and Mitchell [l 11). In particular, it implies an interesting fixed point 
theorem of Simon [ 13, p. 6231 for measurable actions of a locally compact 
group (see also remarks at the end of Section 3). 
2. MEASURABLE SEMIGROUPS OF ACTIONS 
In this section, we first establish a fixed point theorem for measurable 
semigroups of actions which is necessary for our main result. A measurable 
semigroup is a semigroup S together with a o-algebra of subsets of S such 
that the maps ~-+as and s--f sa are measurable for each UE S. 
(Measurability means inverse images of measurable sets are also 
measurable.) For example, when S is a semi-topological semigroup with 
the Bore1 sets. As usual, let m(S) be the Banach algebra of all bounded real 
functions on S with pointwise operations and sup norm /I. I/ and let 
BM(S) c m(S) be the subspace of all bounded measurable functions. It is 
known that BM(S) is a translation invariant norm closed subalgebra of 
m(S) containing the constants. (We shall follow Mitchell [ 111 for 
definitions and terminologies not explained here.) A function f E BM(S) is 
called weakly left uniformly measurable if the function s --+ m(l,f) is 
measurable on S for each m E m(S)*, where I,rf (t) = f (st), I E S. Let 
WLUM(S) denote the space of all such functions. This is a measurable 
analog of the weakly left uniformly continuous functions WLUC(S) of 
Mitchell [ 111 defined for a semi-topological semigroup S. It is also easy to 
see that WLUM(S) (like WLUC(S)) is a left-introverted, translation- 
invariant norm closed linear subspace of m(S) containing the constants. 
An afline action (or representation) of a measurable semigroup S on a 
compact convex subset K of a separated locally convex space E is a map 
T: Sx K -+ K (denoted by (s, X) + T,(x), SE S, XE K) such that 
( 1) T,, = T,s 0 T, V’s, t E S and (2) each T,, : K -+ K is continuous and aftine. 
T is said to be weakly measurable if the function s -+ x*T,(x) is measurable 
on S for each x* E E* and x E E. 
The following fixed point theorem for measurable semigroups of actions 
is an analog of Mitchell’s result in [ 11, Theorem 41. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let S be a measurable semigroup. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
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(1) WLUM(S) has a left-invariant mean. 
(2) S has the fixed point property for weakly measurable affine actions 
of S on compact convex sets. 
Proof. (2) implies (1). As usual, define the action T: S x K + K by 
T,(m) = lprn, s E S, m E K, where E = WLUM(S)* with the weak* topology 
and K= the set of all means on WLUM(S). The definition of WLUM(S) 
implies that this action is weakly measurable. Any fixed point of this action 
is a left-invariant mean on WLUM(S). 
(1) implies (2). All we need to show is that if T: S x K -+ K is a weakly 
measurable affine action, then for each x E K, h E A(K), the affine con- 
tinuous functions on K, the function T,h defined by T,h(s) = h(T,Jx)) 
belongs to WLUM(S). The proof then follows from Argabright [ 1, 
Theorem 1, p. 1281. Now T,h E BM(S) since T is weakly measurable and 
E*l,+ R is norm dense in A(K) (Argabright [l, Lemma 1, p. 1271). On 
the other hand, I,(T,h) = T,(h 0 T,) and each T,: A(K) + m(S) is bounded 
linear. (In fact I/T,h(( < ljhllK). If m Em(S)*, then m(l,(T,h)) = 
TTrn(h~ T,,)=Q(ho T,), where Q= TTmEA(K)*. If 0 is a mean on A(K), 
then 0 is a evaluation functional at some x0 E K (Argabright [ 1, Lemma 2, 
p. 1271) and the function s + m(l,,( T, h)) = h 0 T,,(x,) is measurable by weak 
measurability of T. In general, each 0 E A(K)* is a linear combination of 
means on A(K). (Extend 8 to C(K) to get a measure and use Jordan 
decomposition.) Hence s --) m(l,( T,h)) is measurable for each m E m(S)* or 
T,h E WLUM(S). This completes the proof. 
In the case of a locally compact group, we obtain the following 
interesting result of Simon in [ 131 as a corollary: 
COROLLARY 2.2 (Simon [ 131). A locally compact group G is amenable 
(i.e., L,(G) has a left invariant mean) zyf G has the fixed point property for 
weakly measurable affine actions on compact convex sets. 
Proof. G with the o-algebra of Bore1 sets is certainly a measurable 
semigroup. It is well known that G is amenable iff the left uniformly 
continuous functions LUC(G) has a left-invariant mean (Greenleaf 
[S. Theorem 2.2.11). Since WLUM(G) 2 LUC(G), if WLUM(G) has a 
left-invariant mean, then G is amenable. Conversely, if L,(G) has a left- 
invariant mean, so does WLUM(G)c BM(G), the bounded Bore1 
measurable functions on G. 
Remarks. (1) The original proof of Simon for Corollary 2.2 depends 
heavily on the Mackey-Arens theorem. We could certainly employ the 
same result in proving Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2. However, our proof 
here avoids the powerful Mackey-Arens theorem, is more elementary, and 
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is applicable to another situation where the Mackey-Arens theorem does 
not work. (See Remark (2) below). Also, it should be remarked that the 
functional F(I) in the proof of Simon [ 13, Theorem l] (following his 
notations) must be defined for 1~ A(K) and not just in E*, otherwise the 
second equality in the displayed equation that follows [ 13, p. 6241 is not 
meaningful since 10 a,, need not belong to E*. This is no problem since 
E*l,+ Iw is norm dense in A(K). 
(2) One can also consider the left multiplicative measurable functions 
LMM(S) as those feBM(S) such that s-+m(f,f) is measurable for any 
multiplicative mean m on m(S) and characterize the existence of a mul- 
tiplicative left-invariant mean on LMM(S) in terms of the fixed point 
property for weakly measurable actions T: S x Y -+ Y of S on compact 
Hausdorff space Y (i.e., s + i~(T,~(x)) is measurable for each XE Y and 
h E C(Y)). We omit the details. However, it should be noted that Simon’s 
arguments cannot carry over because the Mackey-Arens theorem is simply 
not available in this case (cf. Mitchell [ 11, Theorem 31). 
(3) The following is an example of a semigroup S having the fixed 
point property for separately continuous affine actions but not the fixed 
point property for weakly measurable affine actions. Let S be a nontrivial 
Hausdorff space such that every continuous function is constant (e.g., the 
Hewitt space in [6] or any infinite set with the topology of finite com- 
plements). Define ab = a for all a, b E S. Then S is a topological semigroup 
(hence measurable semigroup with the Bore1 sets) such that 
WLUC(S) = CB(S) has a left-invariant mean. By Mitchell [ll, 
Theorem 41, S has the fixed point property for separately continuous affine 
action of S on compact convex sets. On the other hand, l,f = f(a). 1 for 
any f E m(S), u E S. Hence BM(S) = WLUM(S) has no left-invariant mean 
otherwise BM(S) = (constants} while Xi,, E BM(S) is nonconstant. By 
Theorem 2.1, S does not have the fixed point property for weakly 
measurable affine actions on compact convex sets. As a result, 
WLUM(S) # WLUC(S) (see also the example in Simon [ 131). Moreover, 
if E = BM(S)* with weak* topology and K = all means on BM(S), then the 
action T: S x K + K defined by T,7(m) = I,Fm is weakly measurable but not 
separately continuous ( = weakly continuous since K is compact convex). 
(4) As is well known, if G is a locally compact group, then any 
weakly measurable unitary representation of G on a separable Hilbert 
space H is continuous and this is false for nonseparable H (see Hewitt and 
Ross [6, pp. 347-3481). 
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3. INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
In this section, we study finite dimensional invariant subspaces of certain 
measurable semigroups of linear operators and obtain an extension of a 
result of Fan [4, Theorem, p. 4471 and Lau [9, Theorem 1 ] using the fixed 
point theorem in Section 2. Let S be a measurable semigroup and E a 
separated locally convex space. An action (or representation) of S on E is a 
map T: Sx E-r E (denoted by (s, X) + T,(x), SE S, XE E) such that 
(1) T,, = T, ) T, V’s, t E S and (2) each T,,: E -+ E is continuous linear for 
each SE S. T is called weakly measurable if the map s + .x*T,(x) 
is measurable for each XE E and .Y* E E*. Also, let X be a subset of E 
containing an n-dimensional subspace. As in Lau [9], let Y,!(X) denote all 
n-dimensional subspaces of E contained in X. We say that Y,:,(X) is 
S-invariant if T,(L)6 .zI(X) for each LE x,(X) and SE S. A subspace 
H c E is called S-invariant if T,(H) c H for all s E S. Denote by 
q: E -+ F= E/N the natural map such that q(-u) = Z, x E E. 
Before proving the main result of this section (Theorem 3.3), we first 
present two lemmas. Their proofs follow the ideas used in Fan [4] and 
Lau [9] with modification. There is a gap in the arguments used in Lau [9, 
Theorem 1, p. 3753. We shall fix this gap below. As a consequence, this 
result of Lau in 19, Theorem I] remains valid. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let S he II semigroup (not twessarily measurable) and 
T: S x E + E an action of’ S on the separated locally c0nve.y space E (not 
necessaril~~ \ceakly measurable) untl H a closed S-invariant s&space of‘ E of 
codimension n. Let X he a subset of E such that (s $ H) n X is compact con- 
vex for each x E E. Also let .%‘ be the set of all linear maps A E Y(F, E) such 
that A(?>) E q ‘(y) n X Vy E F. [f q,(X) is nonempty unci S-invariant, then 
,fhr each s E S, the mup T, : E + E induces un isomorphism T, : F -+ F, where 
F= E/H. Moreover, .x‘ # @ is compuct convex in the separated locu11y con- 
ve.y space U( F, E) trith the topologl‘ 5 of pointw?se convergence. Defining 
$:SX.;~‘+.J~” by $,,(A)=T/A 7, ’ , s E S, A E X, then I/J is an aj’ine 
action of S oti A/‘. 
Proof: The proof is basically contained in Fan’s original paper [4]. For 
completeness we present it here, in our notations. For each A E X, 
A(F) E z,(X). Conversely, for each L E Yfl(X), L = A(F) for a unique 
A E X. Hence X’ # @. Since dim(F) = n, fix a basis {Z, , g2, . . . . ?,!} in F, 
e, E E, 1 <,j< II. Since H is S-invariant, each T,,: E -+ E induces a linear 
map 7,: F + F such that y. T, = T, q VSE S. To show that T,, is an 
isomorphism, we observe that for each A E X, q A = identity on F. This 
together with the fact that Y,,(X) is S-invariant imply that 
jqT,AP,,qT,AP,, . . . . qT,,AP,,) is a basis of qT,A(F) = F (see Fan [4, 
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Eq. (6), p. 4991). Therefore p5(Zj) = 7;(qJ A)(E,) = qT,A(gj), 1 <j< n. In 
particular, the basis {qT,A((P,), . . . . qT,A(P,)} is independent of A EX. 
Moreover, i=Y is an isomorphism of F onto itself such that 
7; ‘(qT,A(2i)) = Z,, 1 <j< n. Now X is clearly convex and compact in the 
pointwise topology t in Y(F, E) (by Tychonoffs theorem since q-l(y) AX 
is compact convex for each ye F). It remains to show that 
$,(A) = T, n A 0 pss’ defines an action on X. Put A’ = $,(A). We claim that 
A’ E X. Let y E F. Clearly A’(y) E X. 
Writing J’=C;=, r,(s) qT,,A(P,) (z,(s) depends only on s but not on A), 
we have qA’(Jx)=q(T,f A~~T,~‘)(p)=C;=, a,(s)qT,A($)=y and A’(~)E 
y ‘(y)nXVJ,EFor A’=$,(A)E.K. Since T,,,=T,,;T, Vs,tES, I/ is an 
affine action on .X. 
LEMMA 3.2. With the same conditions and notations as in Lemma 3. I, 
( 1) If’ the action T: S x E -+ E is weakly measurable, then the induced 
action $1 S x .iy‘ + .X is Mleakly measurable in the sense of Section 2. 
(2) [f’ the action T: S x E + E I$ a semitopological semigroup S is 
,veakl?l continuous (i.e., the function s + x*T,,(.x) is continuous for each x E E, 
.I-* E EY), then the induced action $1 S x .K + .X is separately continuous. 
(3) If the action T: S x E -+ E of a semitopological semigroup S is 
jointl), continuous on compact convex subsets of E (in the sense sf Luu [9]), 
then the induced action $I: S x X -+ .X is jointly continuous. 
Progf: (1) Assume that T: S x E -+ E is weakly measurable. It is enough 
to show that the function s + 9($,,(A)) is measurable for each A E X and 
each s-continuous linear functional cp on Y(F, E) of the form q(B) = x*By, 
where ,VE F, x* E E*. For such q, we have (p(lC/,JA)) = x*T,~A~; ‘(y) = 
C:‘=, r,(s) x*T,x,, where y = C;=, a,(s) qT,A(e”,) (as in Lemma 3.1) and 
s, = Ae”, E E, 1 ,<j< n. Since the function s --+ x*T,(xj) is measurable by 
assumption, we need only show that U,(S) is measurable, 1 <j< n. Now 
y*~,y=.u*T,x, where y= q(x) =.? and x* = y*-q~ E*. Hence the 
function s + J’*F.~J’ is also measurable for y E F, II* E F*. Write p, as an 
n x n matrix with elements a,,(s) with respect to the basis {c,, . . . . g,,}. 
Measurability of s +y*F,\y is equivalent to that of a,(s), 1 d i, j<n. Now 
Tb ’ = (det p,\) ’ adj T, as a matrix has measurable elements (since 
det 7, # 0). Consequently, the function s -+Y*T.~ ’ y is measurable VJJE F, 
y* E F*. Let { y:, . . . . y,* } be the basis dual to {P,, . . . . cn}, then 
zk(s) = yz(C;I=, z,(s) P,) = JJ~ F,-’ y, 1 <k < n (by definition of TAP’) is also 
measurable. 
(2) Similar to (1) with measurability replaced by continuity. 
(3) Assume that T: S x E + E is jointly continuous on compact con- 
vex sets. Let s:, -+ s and A;, -+ A in X which is compact convex. It is suf- 
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ficient to show that cp(rl/,VY(A,)) + v($,~(A)) for all functional cp on g(F, E) 
of the form cp(B)=s*By, x* E E*, ~EF. Now A,(;,), A(?j)~qpl(dj)nX 
which is compact convex (V1y, Vl <j d n). By joint continuity of T on com- 
pact convex sets, x*T,.,A;,({,) + x*T,A(Ei). By (2) above, the functions 
X.,(S), 1 <j< n, are continuous (since T is necessarily separately hence 
weakly continuous). In particular, CL~(S:,) + LX,(S), 1 <j < n. Consequently 
cp($,.,(A,)) -+ (p(lC/,,(A)). Since X is compact, this completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let S he a measurable semigroup. 
(a) If’ WLUM(S) has a left invariant mean, then S satisfies F(n) for 
each n = 1, 2, . . . . where 
F(n): Let E be a separated locally convex space and T: S x E 4 E 
a weakly measurable action of S on E. Let X be a subset of E, 
such that there exists a closed S-invariant subspace H qf E with 
codimension n and (x + H) n X is compact convex for each x E E. 
[f ZJX) is nonempty and S-invariant, then there exists 
L, E q,(X) such that T,( L,) = L,, for each s E: S. 
(b) [f S satisfies F(l), then WLUM(S) has a left-invariant mean. 
Proof (a) By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, the induced afline action 
S x X --t .X is weakly measurable, hence has a common fixed point A, E X 
by Theorem 2.1. Let L,, = A,(F) E g,(X). Then T,( L,) = L, for each s E S. 
(b) See Lau [9, Theorem 1, part (b)]. 
THEOREM 3.4. Theorem 3.3 remains valid tf S is a semitopological 
semigroup, if WLUM( S) is replaced by WLUC(S) and if iceakly measurable 
action is replaced by weakly continuous action. 
Proof As in Theorem 3.3, using Lemmas 3.1, 3.2(2), and Mitchell’s 
fixed point theorem [ 11, Theorem 41. 
THEOREM 3.5. Theorem 3.3 remuins valid if S is a semitopological 
semigroup, if WLUM(S) is replaced by LUC(S) and if weakly measurable 
action is replaced by action ,jointlJj continuous on compact convex sets. 
Proof As in Theorem 3.3 using Mitchell’s fixed point theorem [ 11, 
Theorem 11. 
In the case of a locally compact group G, we obtain the following 
interesting characterization of amenability: 
THEOREM 3.6. A locally compact group G is amenable tff G has the 
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finite-dimensional invariant subspace property F(n) for n = 1, 2, . . . for 
measurable actions. 
Proof This follows from Theorem 3.3 since amenability of G is 
equivalent to WLUM(G) having a left-invariant mean (as in the proof of 
Corollary 2.2). 
Remarks. (a) Theorem 3.5 is due to Lau [9, Theorem l] but the 
proof there contains a gap. Namely, the map (s, T) + T, 0 T on S x X (in 
the notation of [9]) is not an action on X since TX3 T need not belong to 
X. An isomorphism is missing. We have fixed this gap here by considering 
the map (s,A)-,ICI,(A)=T,oAo~,,-‘, SES, AEJK. Thus as it turns out, 
Lau’s result in [9, Theorem l] remains true. Similarly [9, Theorem 41 also 
remains valid. 
(b) It was also stated in [9, Theorems 2 and 31 that the almost 
periodic functions AP(S) (resp. the weakly almost periodic functions 
WAP(S)) has a left-invariant mean iff S satisfies property P,(n), n = 1, 2, .., 
(resp. Pw(n), n = 1, 2, . ..). Here P,(n) denotes the same property as F(n) 
with weak measurability of the action T: Sx E -+ E replaced by equicon- 
tinuity on compact convex subsets and Pw(n) denotes F(n) with weak 
measurability replaced by quasi-equicontinuity on compact convex subsets 
and separate continuity. (Note that all actions considered in [9] are 
assumed to be separately continuous and equicontinuity on compact con- 
vex subsets implies separate continuity.) However, in these cases, we are 
unable to show, without additional assumptions that the induced action 
$: S x X + X in (a) above is equicontinuous (resp. quasi-equicontinuous) 
on X in order to appeal to the fixed point theorems [7, Theorem 23 and 
[g, p. 1231 (see the new conditions F,(n) and F,(n) in Section4 below). 
In particular, the following problem remains open: Does left-amenability of 
AP(S) (resp. WAP(S)) imply P,(n) (resp. P&n)), n= 1, 2, . ..? For some 
special semigroups, the answer is affirmative (see section 4). 
4. EQUICONTINUOUS AND QUASI-EQUICONTINUOUS ACTIONS 
Again, S is a semitopological semigroup and T: S x E + E an action as in 
Section 3, Lemma 3.1. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The action T: S x E + E is said to be inversely 
equicontinuous modulo H if given any nbhd U in E, there is a nbhd V in E 
such that V c T,(U) + H V’s E S. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let S be a semitopological semigroup. 
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(a) If‘ the almost periodic Junctions AP(S) has a left-invariant mean, 
then S sutisfiirs property F,(n), n = 1, 2, . . . . 
(b) If S has property F,( 1), then AP(S) has a kft-invariant mean. 
Here F,(n) is the same as F(n) except that weakly measurable action is 
replaced by action which is equicontinuous on compact convex sets and 
inversely equicontinuous module H. 
Proqf: (a) We need only show that the induced action ti: Sx .X + X 
is equicontinuous and use Lau’s fixed point theorem [7, Theorem 23. With 
notations as in Lemma 3.1, we first show that for fixed j, the family of maps 
A + T, Ae”, of $” + E, s E S is equicontinuous on X. By equicontinuity of T 
on the compact convex set q- ‘(Z,) n X, given any nbhd U in E, there is a 
nbhd Vin Esuch that T,(?,)-T,(=)EUV.I-‘,IE~~‘(~,)~X~~~I;-~EV. 
(Here V depends only on CJ.) Consider N = { BE Y(F, E): B(L?,) E V}, a 
nbhd in the pointwise topology T in Y(F, E). VA, BE .Y, A - BE N, we 
have A(?,) - B(e”,) E V and A(;,)> B(P,) E q- ‘(2,) n X. Hence 
T,,(AP,) - T,(BS,) E U Vs E S. That is, the family A --f T,A?,, s E S is 
equicontinuous on .X. Next, we observe that inverse equicontinuity 
modulo H of IT,,: SE S) is equivalent to equicontinuity of { pY ’ : s E S}. 
Since F is finite dimensional, { 7,; ’ : s E S) is uniformly bounded in 
norm. Consider any basic r-nbhd M in Y(F, E) with M = 
{BE sP(F, E): B(y) E U}, where U is an uhsolutely convex nbhd in E and 
J’E F. Write y=C;=, X,(S) qT,A(P,). Then as in Lemma 3.1, we have 
T,-‘(y)=C;=,r,(s)E,. Hence Icc,(s)~<x Vl <j<n, VXES. Put 
U, = (l/ncc) U. By the first part of the proof, there exist nbhds N, in 
Y(F,E) such that A-BEN,,A,BE.X imply T,,A(P,)-T,B(P,)eU, 
Vs E S. Define N = fly: , N,, then A-BEN and A,BEX imply 
T,A(P,)-T,B(P,)EU, VscS, Vl Gjdn. Hence 
by absolute convexity of U,. That is, 
or 
$,(A)-IC/,,(B)EM, VSES. 
This proves (a). 
(b) As usual, one considers the action (s, m) --f l,*m of S on AP(S)* 
with the weak* topology. The induced action and its inverse are indepen- 
dent of s, hence the original action is inversely equicontinuous modulo H. 
The rest follows from Lau [9, Theorem 2 part (b)]. 
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Remark. If S is a group or a pseudocompact semigroup (i.e., all con- 
tinuous functions on S are bounded), then F,(n) is the same as P,(n), 
n= 1,2, . . . (as defined in Lau [9]). Therefore Lau’s result in [9, 
Theorem 21 remains valid in these cases. Indeed, if S is a group. We need 
to show that if T: Sx E + E is equicontinuous on compact convex sets, 
then it is also inversely equicontinuous modulo H. Now equicontinuity of 
T on compact convex sets implies that the family (TX’,: s E S) is pointwise 
bounded, hence uniformly bounded in norm, since F is finite dimensional. 
But F.; ’ = F,s:,~. Hence F5: ’ is also uniformly bounded in norm. If S is a 
pseudocompact semigroup, then with notations as in Lemma 3.1, the 
functions OLD, 1 <j< n, are all bounded (being continuous). But T5: ‘(y) = 
C;= 1 E,(S) I?,. Hence { p;‘;-’ : s E S} is pointwise bounded, hence uniformly 
bounded in norm again. The rest now follows easily from Theorem 4.2. 
DEFINITION 4.3. An action T: Sx E -+ E is said to be weakly quasi- 
equicontinuous on a compact convex subset K of E if for each x* E E*, the 
family of functions {X * 0 T,v: s E S} is quasi-equicontinuous on K (i.e., its 
pointwise closure on K consists of continuous functions on K). 
THEOREM 4.4. Let S be a semi-topological semigroup. 
(a) If WAP(S) has a left-invariant mean, then S satisfies F,(n), 
n = 1, 2, . . . . 
(b) If S satisj?es F,( 1 ), then WAP(S) has a left-invariant mean. 
Here F,(n) is the same as F(n) except that weakly measurable action is 
replaced by action which is 
(i) pointwise bounded (i.e., {T,(x): SE S> is bounded for each 
XEE), 
(ii) weakly quasi-equicontinuous on compact convex sets, and 
(iii) inversely equicontinuous modulo H. 
Proof (a) By the fixed point theorem in [8, p. 1231, we need only 
show that the induced action $,(A) = T,o A 0 T,Y~’ is quasi-equicontinuous 
and separately continuous on X under assumptions (i), (ii), and (iii). Sup- 
pose II/s. -+ tiO pointwise on X, we shall show that tiO is continuous on X. 
Let A,{ -+ A in X. Then as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, for each 
given x* E E*, y E F, x*$,(A)(y) = lim, C,“=, Mj(Sy)(X* 0 T,,)(Agj), where 
y = cJn= , mj(s) qT, Agj, s E S. Since {x*T,(x): s E S) is bounded for each 
x E E, by Tychonoffs theorem, there is some subnet also denoted by s, such 
that x*T,.,(x) + T,(x) for each x E E. By weak quasi-equicontinuity of T on 
the compact convex set q-I(?,) n X, TO is continuous on qpl(Zj) n X. Also 
inverse equi-continuity modulo H implies that the functions OLD are boun- 
ded. Hence we can assume rzj(sy) ---f 0~~ (passing to subnets), 1 <j< n. 
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Consequently, ~*rc/~(A)(y) =C;=, a, TO(AZj). Similarly, x*$,(A,)(y) = 
C;=I M,T,,(A~Z~) (recall ai does not depend on A). Since A&g,) -+A(Zj) 
by assumption, x*$~(A,)(~) + x*$,(A)(y) by continuity of TO on 
q-‘(Zj) n X. That is, tio(Aa) + @,(A) in X (since X is compact) or $O is 
continuous on X. Now separate continuity of $ follows from that of T by 
Lemma 3.2( 2). 
(b) Again, consider the action (s, m) -+ I,Fm, s E S, m E E= WAP(S)* 
with weak* topology, which certainly satisfies the additional assumptions 
(i), (ii), and (iii) of F,(n). The rest follows from the same reasoning in Lau 
[9, Theorem 31. 
Remark. If S is pseudocompact, then the additional assumptions (i) 
and (iii) are always satisfied. If S is compact, then all three conditions (i), 
(ii), and (iii) are satisfied for any separately continuous action T. But then 
in this case, WAP(S) = WLUC(S) = CB(S) and Theorem 4.4 follows from 
Theorem 3.4. Similarly, Lau’s result in [IS, Theorem 31 is valid for compact 
semigroups although the general case remains open. 
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